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Information Sheet 
We repeat all the different rests we have already learned. 
 

Tree of Rests: 
In the picture of the tree you can see the relationship between the rests. (A whole rest has the 
same value as two half and four quarter rests.)  
At the bottom of the page the trees of rests and notes are on a scale to show that they have 
the same value. The position of each rest corresponds to the position of the notes. (Example: 
The whole rest is as long as the whole note. -> They have the same position on the tree.) 
 
Repeat the sounds of the notes and rests in the following way: 
4 quarter rests: sh  sh  sh  sh 
4 quarter notes: da  da  da  da 
2 half rests: sh-sh  sh-sh 
2 half notes: da-a  da-a 
1 whole rest: sh-sh-sh-sh 
1 whole note: da-a-a-a 
 
Then, split up the students into small groups. Every group speaks the rhythm of one rest or 
note value. 
(Quarter notes/rests or half notes/rests…)  
First they should do this one group after the other, but keeping the beat in a 4/4-measure. If 
that works out well you can change the groups or let them perform their rhythms at the same 
time.  
Use hand signals to show, which group should start to perform and which group should stop. 
For example your hand could do the movement as if it was a spotlight and it goes on and off. 
Always remember to keep the beat. (The teacher can support keeping the beat/meter by 
drumming, counting or playing on an instrument.) 
For advanced students, each one can do two different rhythms at once. For example: the hands 
clap quarter notes and the voice speaks half rests. You can combine whatever you want. For an 
additional challenge, the students can be split into two groups again, and each group has two 
rhythms. 
 

Perform the Rhythm: 
On the information sheet you also see a rhythm line. First of all, speak the rhythm with the 
syllables. (da – sh – da – da I sh-sh-sh-sh I da-a-a da I sh-sh da-a I)  
The rhythm can be performed in many variations: the students can speak the rhythm, find a 
melody to the rhythm, find words to the rhythm, clap or stomp it or play it on instruments. 
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Furthermore, the children should find movements. The length of the movement should 
correspond to the value of the notes or the rests.  
The students can be split into small groups to create various versions of the rhythm, which they 
will perform for the class. 

Exercise Sheet wm18a 
Animals Sleeping: 
This exercise is for younger children (age 4-10). They should find out which animal is sleeping 
the longest. First they have to find the way from the animals to the rests. It would be good if 
they marked the ways with different colors. The children can also paint the animals in different 
colors. The animal that is connected to the longest rest (whole rest) is sleeping the longest.  
Answer: Bat 
The teacher could motivate the students to research the sleeping habits of different animals. 
 

Write Notes and Rests: 
The students write rests and notes which are missing directly into the measures of the exercise. 
The order of note and rest values should be the same! (The note values of the first line 
correspond to the rest values of the second line.) The students should use the suggested 
pitches as printed underneath the staff. 
The students read the completed melody. They sing the syllables do, mi, so, la or any syllable 
(“lo”, “doo”). 
 

Exercise Sheet wm18b 
Scales: 
On this exercise sheet, every scale has either a rest or a note on one side. The children have to 
find the corresponding rest or note and put in on the other side of the scale. 
Answer: quarter rest – quarter note, half rest – half note, whole rest – whole note, quarter 
note – quarter rest, half note – half rest, whole note – whole rest 

 
Exercise Sheet wm18c 

Draw a Tree: 
The children should draw a tree and fill in all the rests as seen on the information sheet. The 
children can be creative, but it is important, that they fill in the rests in the correct way. 
 

Write Your Own Lyrics: 
The children can decorate their tree with fruits, flowers or other creative things.  
Then they should write a short text (one or two sentences, which corresponds to their personal 
tree.) wirth method
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Notes,�Rests�and�Cakes�
�

Next, the students find a rhythm to their lyrics. Finally, they write down their rhythm and lyrics 
on the lines at the bottom of the page. 
If necessary, the teacher could help them.  
 

Exercise Sheet wm18d 
Notes, Rests and Cakes: 
You can see cakes, rests and notes. The children should find out, which cake corresponds to 
which rests and which notes. They can take different colors and mark the matching values with 
the same color or connect them with lines.  
 
Answer: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The teacher (possibly together with the class) puts those measures of notes and rests in a 
specific order to create a simple exercise. The students write the notes and rests in that order 
on the staff below. They sing and speak or play the exercise on an instrument. 
 

Exercise Sheet wm18e 
Rhythms and Cakes: 
The students paint the cakes according to the rhythm, in the same way as on exercise sheet 
wm18d.  
 
If there is a half note and two quarter notes in a measure, the cake is filled half with one color 
and the two remaining quarters are colored with two different colors. 
The students could also make an visible difference between notes and rests, for example by 
using shades of green and blue for the notes and shades of red and orange for the rests. 
Then the students clap, speak (da, sh,…) and also sing or play the rhythms on instruments. 
Additionally, the children create lyrics (ideally with simple melodies) to the rhythm. They could 
do that in small groups and present it to the class. The lyrics can be full sentences, separate 
words or nonsense syllables. 
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Invent a Rhythm: 
In the empty line, the students write their own rhythms in 4/4 time. First, they write the time 
signature. When writing the rhythms, they should not forget the measure lines at the correct 
spots and a double measure line at the end.  
There are three ways to do this exercise: 
1) The children can first invent rhythms, and after that paint the cakes in the corresponding 
way. 
2) The children can first paint different cakes and come up with a corresponding rhythm, 
afterwards. They still have to decide where to put rests and where to put notes.  
3) The children can come up with lyrics, and after that come up with a rhythm which fits the 
lyrics. Finally, they paint the cakes. 
Similarly, on the empty staff the students create a rhythm – this time including a melody on 
different pitches. 
Finally, the different rhythms are presented. 
 

Exercise Sheet wm18f 
Game: Hear and Say: 
This game is a good method to repeat all the terms the children have already learned. For this 
game the children have to be able to read. 
This game can be played by four children or less. First you cut out the four charts and each 
player gets one. If there are less players, it is more difficult, because one person has to manage 
two charts at the same time. 
On the left side there are terms, on the right side the graphics/symbols. The aim is to name 
(SAY) the graphics. 
The child that has the chart with the tortoise on the left side (HEAR) has to start and name the 
graphic just next to the tortoise, on the right side: 
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Hear and Say 
 
 
 

HEAR SAY 

treble clef 
 

fa 
 

  

full rest 
 

 
 

HEAR SAY 

half rest 
 

tie 
 

dotted half note 
 

so 
 

 
 
 
 
 

START 
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Another member of the group has the term “dotted half note” on the left side (HEAR). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This person has to go on and name (SAY) the graphic which is next to the term “dotted half 
note” on the right side. SAY: “do” 
Another member of the group has to find the term “do” on the left side (HEAR) and goes on in 
the same way. The game is finished, when one member finds the tortoise on the right side: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After each round the children should change the charts. If they play the game four times, every 
child can have every chart once. 
 
Additional Challenge: 
Which group of players is the fastest to get from the start to the finish? All the children (in 
groups of four players) have to start at the same time and the first group who finishes shouts 
“winners”. 
Another possibility is that each group tries to beat their own record. For this variation you need 
to stop the time.  
The advantage of this game is, that it corrects itself. If one child doesn’t know the term, the 
game doesn’t go on. The other players can help by naming the symbol. And if a player uses an 
incorrect term, the others will not find it on the left side of any of their charts. 

FINISH 
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Hear and Say 
 
 
 

HEAR SAY 

treble clef 
 

fa 
 

  

full rest 
 

 
 

HEAR SAY 

half rest 
 

tie 
 

dotted half note 
 

so 
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HEAR SAY 

whole note 
 

si 
 

do 
 

quarter rest 
 

 
 

HEAR SAY 

mi 
 

half note 
 

la  

quarter note 
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